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Abstract: Passengers were unsatisfied with the navigation signs in Taipei station based on the Report
on the Taiwan Railway Passenger Survey. This study conducted two experiments. Experiment 1
involved 14 participants using the present Taipei Main Station floor map to wayfinding, plan routes,
and provide route descriptions for four specified destinations in the station. All participants were
requested to recall the route that had just been taken and draw a cognitive map. In Experiment 2,
14 other participants were asked to perform the same tasks as Experiment 1 but with the new map.
This study’s results showed that the codes used by the participants in Experiment 1 revealed the
differences in walking route distance and number of turns. Escalators and stairs that connected floors
were often used as reference landmarks for wayfinding. In Experiment 2, the overall wayfinding
performance of the participants was improved by using the new map. The wayfinding time was
reduced and the time spent in wayfinding among users was more uniform, and their route planning
strategies used became consistent. The new map that facilitates consistent action strategies among
users and corresponds perfectly to the actual environment is able to create useful spatial knowledge
for users.
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1. Introduction

Wayfinding is a cognitive process that varies according to individual goals and in
response to external environmental conditions [1]. Wayfinding can be divided into three
specific but interrelated processes: decision making, decision execution, and information
processing. Information processing is conducted on the basis of the decision making and
decision execution processes [2–4]. People’s learning of the environment is serial stages
of spatial development involving three forms of spatial knowledge, namely landmark
knowledge, route knowledge, and survey knowledge [5].

Kuipers and Levitt [6] review several of their computational models of wayfinding
in which spatial knowledge is said to exist in a hierarchy of multiple forms, including
distinct procedural, topological, and metrical structures. The long-dominant framework
for understanding this process posits the following sequence: knowledge is initially ac-
quired, followed by knowledge, which is followed by knowledge. According to this,
landmark knowledge is knowledge of distinctive objects or scenes stored in memory. Route
knowledge is knowledge of travel paths connecting landmarks. Survey knowledge is
configurational knowledge of the locations and extents of features in some part of the
environment that is not limited to particular travel paths. Some conceptualizations posit
special cases of landmarks (e.g., reference points, anchor points) that serve important roles
in the organization of spatial knowledge [7]. A related issue is the question of the role
cartographic maps play in spatial knowledge acquisition. Maps are the most efficient and
effective way of commuting metric properties of larger scale places, especially configura-
tions (shapes). Some have maintained that survey knowledge hardly develops much from
direct experience alone but requires exposure to maps [8,9].
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Kitchin and Blades [10] proposed three cognitive map architectures for users to confirm
their location on cognitive maps, that is (1) egocentric: the viewer’s own position as the
center point; (2) fixed: a fixed point as a reference point; and (3) coordinate: position of an
element determined using an abstract coordinate system. People make decisions based on
information about environmental characteristics, and these decisions must be translated
into actions to reach their destination [11]. Understanding of the relationship between
the environment and cognitive maps generated by individual differences can serve as
a basis for designing maps. Among all wayfinding behaviors, landmark navigation is
the tool most commonly used to guide direction. Landmarks play a critical role in daily
spatial tasks for wayfinding and navigation [12–15]. In addition, “good” landmarks [16],
i.e., visually prominent and familiar objects, may have recognisable logos and are located
on the pedestrians’ route.

A landmark is eye-catching not only because of its own characteristics, but also its
ability to be distinguished from similar objects in the environment [17]. Landmarks are
crucial reference information when people are deciding the route direction [18]. Landmarks
provide essential information at an intersection where direction change is required to con-
tinue the route, and help to create a visual model of key parts of the environment [9–11].
Significant landmarks must correspond to their environment’s attributes (e.g., color and
texture), states (e.g., church or commercial building), or spatial location relative to other
objects in the environment (e.g., town center) [12]. Provision of a landmark at a decision
point affects the decision maker’s cognitive wayfinding strategies and facilitates position-
ing [5,14]. Landmarks should be used as the primary means of providing directions for
pedestrians [19].

Golledge [1] argued that a landmark has two functions. First, it plays the role of an
anchor, namely serving as a point that connects different regions in an environment. Second,
it is used as an auxiliary tool for wayfinding, and wayfinders can use landmarks as a point
of reference for direction identification and route decision. Successful spatial positioning
occurs when a person’s brain can form an environmental cognition map to determine his
or her location [11]. Once this information is available, the shortest and most efficient route
from his or her current location to the desired destination can be quickly identified [20,21].
When no clear and correct decision is available, route selection is influenced by individual
implicit strategies, which minimize the psychological and physical burden involved in
wayfinding in the environment to the greatest degree [20,22–26]. These strategies include
the following: the least-angle strategy, in which the route chosen is the one that deviates
the least from the target direction [22,23]; and the initial segment strategy, which involves
route selection based on the straightness of the initial segments of a route [27]. Landmarks
have an essential role in the formation of cognitive maps or wayfinding process.

Wayfinding map design becomes complex when an indoor space offers horizontal
and vertical movements. The functions of landmarks are to organize and connect spaces,
and to be used as an auxiliary tool for wayfinding. Wayfinders can use a landmark as
a reference point for direction identification and route decision. Map learning can only
achieve favorable performance when the map’s initial direction is consistent with that of
the environment [28]. Apelt [29] suggested that an efficient wayfinding map should have
the following characteristics: (1) organize the environment into a clear space; (2) display
all elements of the area while ensuring that it contains only essential and memorable
connections to avoid capturing less essential details; (3) mark user’s current location;
(4) orient the map to user’s direction; (5) ensure that any graphical communication used
is clear and that any letters used are proportional to the layout to keep the map tidy;
and (6) provide sufficient information to guide users to the next map or direction sign.
Regarding people’s use of floor maps in unfamiliar buildings, a positive correlation was
found between wayfinding performance and spatial learning [30]. Therefore, it is necessary
to understand the user’s reading and exploration capabilities before map design.

Most studies focus on differences between individual intrinsic cognition and extrinsic
wayfinding behavior, and few studies have applied such a difference to map design and
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verified its effectiveness. The main challenge is how to document users’ inner feelings
systematically and how these feelings translate into design changes.

A study by Brosset, Claramunt, and Saux [31] attempted to construct a verbal route
description model for wayfinding, established a semantic structure in the route descrip-
tion, and converted a logical verbal structure of sentences into a visual route description.
Whether it contains a description of an action or a location, a landmark object or an open
space might be mentioned in a speech. The locations where each wayfinding process
begins and ends can be a landmark or open space; similarly, people pass through these
landmarks or open spaces and use them as reference points in the wayfinding processes.
These behaviors can be seen as interactions between people and space. Landmarks and
spaces are crucial decisive nodes for people to orient in space. It may also be a location
at which people take a short pause during actual walking to decide where to go next.
So the action commands in verbal descriptions are dynamic components constituting a
description, which is then expressed in verbs. Among the speech structures generated
during wayfinding, nodes represent various locations on the route, and edges represent
actions that connect to these locations. Brosset et al. proposed a simplified and intuitive
route representation that has the most basic composition of route descriptions and more
clearly presents the location-action-location process, symbolizing the movement through
the starting and ending points the respondent’s semantic structure when conducting route
descriptions. An action command may contain descriptions of cardinal directions or
relative directions; route descriptions may also contain stereoscopic vocabulary expres-
sions. This model helped researchers understand people’s verbal description method and
trans-formed the semantic structure into visual expressions. When understanding the
wayfinding plans in different sites, recognizing patterns in speech content and determining
the semantic structure are conducive to revealing a space’s vital landmarks.

For this reason, we will take researched path description model for wayfinding and
discuss the needs of users’ wayfinding behaviors and the potential problems of wayfinding
in Taipei Main Station. At present, passengers were unsatisfied with the navigation signs,
such as the wayfinding map in Taipei station, based on the Report on the Taiwan Railway
Passenger Survey. A new map design was proposed by analyzing and defining the original
map design conditions of the site. Finally, design verification was performed to provide
references for the design of related maps in the future.

2. Materials and Methods

The research site is Taipei Main Station, which is the largest railway station and has
the highest capacity in Taiwan. The main areas used by passengers in Taipei station are 1F
and B1. There are eight staircases, twenty-six escalators, and four elevators. The stores are
concentrated in 1F, with 57 stores. A total of eighty-one stores and twelve toilets are on two
floors. There are 42 maps on 1F and 36 maps on B1. All the maps are posted on the four
sides of the pillar. The main body of the station is a 149-m-long and 110-m-wide building
with six floors above ground and four floors underground. According to the observations,
map pillars with the highest usage rates are used as a model map for experiments (Figure 1).
A total of 28 participants, who were out-of-towners freshmen, about 18 to 19 years old
with low experience in Taipei station, joined in two experiments. Fourteen participants
participated in each experiment. We asked subjects to think aloud while they were moving,
and a voice recorder on their body recorded all of their words. At the same time, we took
photos from the rear to record the relationship between their thoughts and location. Before
the experiment began, we asked subjects to try using the phrase “What do I see, how do I
feel, and what actions should I take” for their next think-aloud. After completing the task,
we replayed the recording video to reconfirm all of the respondents’ opinions.

2.1. Experiment 1

Four locations within the station were selected for target finding, route planning, and
route description tasks. The four locations are distributed on the east, west, south, and
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north sides of the first floor and basement-one (B1) level. A think-aloud method was used
to record the wayfinding process of the participants, and think-aloud content was coded
(Brosset et al., 2007). The four tasks are as follows:

1. Task destination 1: Northeast entrance to the east underground parking lot of Taipei
Main Station (B1 floor).

2. Task destination 2: Chunghwa Post located next to the entrances South 1 & East 3 (1st
floor)

3. Task destination 3: West exit of the railway platform (B1 floor)
4. Task destination 4: Railway information center (1st floor).

The reason for the four tasks set up is so that the subjects could move up and down
two floors (1F and B1) of the station, and walk around the station as much as possible. A
total of 14 participants with low experience in Taipei station were recruited and asked to
determine the locations of the four destinations on the experimental map according to the
destination locations. Subsequently, the participants were asked to plan the routes to the
four destinations based on their current location, and the map was asked to be returned
after the routes were determined. Finally, without time limit imposed for wayfinding, the
participants were asked to depart from the starting point and complete the four tasks in
sequence. Each stage of the experiment began when the participants received a command
and ended when they moved on to the route to the next task destination. All participants
were asked to express their feelings when they made judgement on or were confused about
the current situation. At the end, the participants were asked to recall the route that has
just been taken and drew a cognitive sketch map.
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Figure 1. Present map made for Taipei station. (Figure A1 in Appendix A).

2.2. Experiment 2

Based on the results of Experiment 1, this study redesigned a new map. The size
of the proposed map was the same as that of the map lightbox on the first floor of the
station, which is 100 cm in width and 150 cm in length. The study designed a new Taipei
Main Station Floor Guide map, which consisted of maps of two floors aboveground and
three floors underground. The new map was divided into three areas, which from left
to right were icon legend for crucial landmarks, map information, and floor signs, shop
information, icon legends of stairs, escalators, and elevators, and a two-dimensional QR
code (Figure 2). In Experiment 2, another 14 participants were requested to complete the
same four-stage wayfinding tasks, whose results were used to compare the differences in
participant wayfinding behaviors before and after the new map design.
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We asked subjects to think aloud while they were moving, and a voice recorder on
their body recorded all of their words. At the same time, we took photos from the rear
to record the relationship between their thoughts and location. Before the experiment
began, we asked subjects to try using the phrase “What do I see, how do I feel, and what
actions should I take” for their next think-aloud. After completing the task, we replayed
the recording video to reconfirm all of the respondents’ opinions.

3. Results
3.1. Experiment 1

The experimental results were divided into four parts, namely route planning descrip-
tions, wayfinding process, drawing of cognitive maps, and post-interviews.

The results were classified according to the participants’ speech content used in the
route planning (Tables 1 and 2). The route descriptions most used by the participants
were the indoor landmarks (WD-5), entrance and exit names (WD-6), left and right sides
(WD-2), and destinations (WD-8). The indoor landmarks in the map can effectively help
the participants to identify their locations relative to the surroundings; entrances and exits
in the station also have the same function.

Total usage numbers of speech codes used in Tasks 1 and 3 were higher than those in
the other two tasks. The starting points and destinations of Tasks 1 and 3 were both located
diagonally to each other in the station. The route distance and number of turns were both
larger than those of the other two tasks. In addition, the participants predominantly used
entrances and exits at the east, west, south, and north (WD-6) on the first floor in Taipei
Main Station as the reference landmarks for navigation in the indoor space. According to
the speech results described by the participants in the process of completing the tasks, the
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walking distance along the planned route and number of turns were the factors affecting
route planning.

Table 1. Coding classification.

Coding Classification Diagram

Current location
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WD-1 WD-2 WD-3 WD-4 WD-5 WD-6 WD-7 WD-8 WD-9 WD-10 WD-11 WD-12 Total

task1 5 8 9 1 36 17 4 9 0 1 0 1 91
task2 5 8 3 0 23 8 6 11 0 5 3 3 75
task3 7 8 11 1 33 13 3 9 0 3 0 1 89
task4 5 15 6 1 39 6 2 10 0 2 0 1 87

According to the number of landmarks used by the participants during wayfinding
across the two floors in Taipei Main Station, the results showed that escalators or stairs
connecting the two floors and entrances, exits, 7-Eleven, station concourse, and railway
ticket hall on the first floor were often used to help remembering the route.

This study graphically converted text of each participant’s speech to codes based on
Brosset’s study (Table 3). The content of each participant’s speech can be transformed into
a visual route description model by using this method. For example: “Now I am in the
southwest, first walk in the opposite direction of the West Gate to the East Gate, then turn
left when you see the East Gate, then walk to the northeast location, so you will first come
to the East Gate, there is a 7-11 nearby, go down the 7-11 escalator, and then you will come
to B1 and maybe go back, you will see the parking lot.” The first part, “now I am in the
southwest, go first in the opposite direction of Xisanmen to East Sanmen,” is an action that
begins at a place that is regarded as an indoor landmark or open space (“southwest”) and
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ends at an indoor landmark or open space (“East Sanmen”). In the end, the routing plan
includes 8 Nodes and 7 Edges, as well as six indoor landmarks (West Gate, East Gate, East
Gate, 7-11, Escalator, and Parking Lot) (Figure 3).

Table 3. Visual route description.

No. Definition Notation Icon

Sample-1 An action that starts at a location
and terminates at a location. [0,0,0]
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For the 14 participants in Experiment 1, 56 speech structures from Tasks 1–4 were
classified into five categories, namely three edges, four edges, five edges, seven edges, and
nine edges (Brosset et al., 2007).

Participants’ speech structures in Task 1 mainly comprised four edges, indicating
that participants usually described the route for Task 1 with four sentences. In the speech
structures of Task 2, the structure comprising five edges appeared the most. Among the
speech structures of Task 3, those with seven edges appeared the most. In these route
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planning descriptions, approximately 50% of the speech content was constituted by crucial
indoor landmarks and dynamic movement commands in the station. In the speech content
of Experiment 1, 69.6% of the content was accounted for by indoor landmarks or open
spaces. The participants tended to use indoor landmarks or open spaces as references
for memorizing the routes and identifying destinations during wayfinding in the actual
station space.

“Now I am in the southwest, first walk in the opposite direction of the West Gate to the
East Gate, then turn left when you see the East Gate, then walk to the northeast location,
so you will first come to the East Gate, there is a 7-11 nearby, go down the 7-11 escalator,
and then you will come to B1 and maybe go back, you will see the parking lot.”

In Experiment 1, codes used by the participants were as follows in descending order of
the number of use: indoor landmark (WD-5), entrance and exit names (WD-6), left and
right sides (WD-2), and destination (WD-8). The actual routes taken by the participants
in Task 1 were different from the planned route. Although they successfully arrived at
the destination, it can be seen that the information provided by the map did not fully
correspond to the actual space in the station environment. Participants’ actual walking
routes in Task 2 were consistent with the planned route. The starting and ending points in
Task 3 were located diagonally to each other in the cross-floor space. Signs of getting lost
and confused were frequently observed at the intersections near the destination, namely the
west exit of the railway platform. In Task 1, cognitive maps drawn by the 14 participants
were found to be 93.64% conformant to the walking route; maps were 94.75% conformant
in Task 2; maps were 91.57% conformant in Task 3; and all participants successfully
completed Task 4. Numbers of indoor landmarks or open spaces that the participants used
as references and added to their cognitive maps increased as they proceeded to each stage;
at least one reference was added to the maps in each stage.

3.2. Postexperiment Interview

After completing the task, we replayed the recording video to reconfirm all of the
respondents’ opinions. When we replayed a film and found that the subject hesitated, we
asked them why they were hesitant: because they can’t identify any signage or environmen-
tal objects? Did they have any strategy for planning this route? Six participants reported
that they could not intuitively identify the relative positions of escalators, and that the
depicted numbers of escalators were also inconsistent with those on site. No abnormalities
were identified when the participants were planning their routes; but they felt anxious
when they noticed there the actual space was different from that they expected. Escalators
or stairs were the most used reference landmark when moving between floors in Taipei
Main Station during the wayfinding processes. Therefore, how the icons (e.g., escalator)
could be accurately expressed on the map was the primary aspect to be improved in the
new map design. In addition, due to the complex environment of B1, nine participants
mainly worked from the first floor when planning their routes and used the entrances and
exits of the station as their bases for judgment.

3.3. Map Design Proposal

The post-wayfinding interview in Experiment 1 revealed that the participants consid-
ered that the B1 floor was much more spatially complicated than the first floor. Therefore,
the main floor of the map was selected to be the B1 floor, which is the middle floor of all
five floors. The main entrance is set to be the one located on the south side of the station.
This study suggested that crucial indoor landmarks on the first floor, such as the station
concourse and ticket hall, face the users. A 45-degree perspective was used as the drawing
angle of the new Taipei Main Station Floor Guide for optimal legibility of each floor. Vital
landmarks and functional areas in the station were divided by elevating objects at certain
heights on the map. Therefore, this study defined two heights of objects, 8 or 5 mm, on the
map, and the height of an object indicated the importance of the object. A typical 8-mm
landmark object was the most indicative indoor landmark in Taipei Main Station. A typical
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5-mm object was the secondary reference landmark when participants were planning the
route, including the restrooms, breastfeeding rooms, elevators, 7-Eleven, post office, duty
room, etc. Finally, the boundaries of the station space and control office area were elevated
at a height of 2.5 mm to signalize the area division.

Furthermore, the numbers and relative positions of escalators and stairs shown on the
map were different from those in the actual environment. Therefore, in the presentation of
elevators, elevators, and staircases on the new map, a vertical directional guide passage
was added between the floors, indicating how they moved between floors, thus enabling
users to accurately locate elevators. Finally, the compass icons were also designed with a
perspective so that map users could easily correspond the map to the actual environment.

In the new map, the relative spatial relationship among escalators, elevators, stairs, and
floors were enhanced; the direction of each icon in the space can help people to understand
the direction toward and orientation of exits after using escalators. The new map retained
the spatial characteristics of all entrances and exits on the first floor. The researchers paid
close attention to the distance between each indoor landmark object on the map to ensure
that every area on the map contained at least one landmark object. Relative to the old map,
the new map strengthened the existing icons of indoor reference landmarks and areas, so
that the map presented spatial appearance comparable to the complex environment of the
B1 level, thus more effectively reflecting the actual environment.

A design verification of the new Taipei Main Station Floor Guide was performed by
conducting Experiment 2. Similarly, 14 participants were requested to complete the same
four-stage wayfinding tasks (Figure 4). The differences in user’s wayfinding behavior
between using the new and old maps were analyzed, after which the design evaluation
and its feasibility were proposed.
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4. Discussion

Investigating the participants’ speech structures with regards to the speech edges, this
study revealed that participants’ use of speech structures was diverse in Experiment 1,
whereas they predominantly used two speech structures in Experiment 2. The results
indicated that participants’ memorizing methods were more consistent in Experiment 2
than Experiment 1.
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During wayfinding in the space within Taipei Main Station with the new map, the
participants tended to use larger proportions of references constituted by landmarks and
spatial objects. The results showed that reference landmarks and objects together were
mentioned in the participants’ speech content for 272 and 238 times in Experiment 2
and Experiment 1, respectively. The landmark icons in the new map were shown to be
conducive to the memorizing process before wayfinding (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Node with/without LK or SE in two experiments.

Of all route descriptions, those containing action and location commands with refer-
ence to landmarks or open spaces (Location/Action with LK or SE) were the most used by
participants in the experiments. In Experiment 2, the use of route descriptions containing
location increased by 4.6% relative to Experiment 1. Labels of essential indoor landmarks
and spaces on the new map facilitate higher ease of use (Figure 6).
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The average wayfinding walking times of Experiments 1 and 2 were 16.1 and 12.9 min,
respectively (Figure 7). The new map provided participants more knowledge of the station
environment and thus enabled them to walk around in the Taipei Main Station more easily.
On average, participants in Experiments 1 and 2 referred to 13 and 15.5 crucial indoor
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landmarks and reference objects, respectively during wayfinding. The new map layout
enabled the participants to identify and use more landmark objects as reference during
wayfinding, thus assisting the participants in completing the tasks successfully.
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Figure 7. Wayfinding/total time in two experiments.

In each task, the participants’ actual walking routes were nearly 100% conformant
to their cognitive maps, suggesting that the participants had improved compared with
Experiment 1. The new Taipei Main Station Floor Guide design was closer to what the
participants expected. With the new map, participants were more confident in identifying
the reference landmarks when walking in the station (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Degree of conformity between cognitive map and actual wayfinding in two experiments.

On the cognitive map for Experiment 2, the participants could accurately draw the
referenced objects in the wayfinding process compared with Experiment 1, and thus
number of landmark references that need to be added in the cognitive map was relatively
low. Especially in Task 2 (p = 0.0001, F = 9.279), Task 3 (p = 0.0120, F = 3.735) and Task 4
(p = 0.04, F = 2.737), the number of landmarks used decreased significantly based on F-test
in one-way ANOVA. Compared with the old map, the spatial appearance of Taipei Main
Station shown on the new map was more in line with the participants’ cognitive maps, and
thereby the wayfinding performance was improved (Figure 9).
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The east, west, south, and north entrances and exits on the first floor of Taipei Main
Station, which were frequently used as reference by the participants were less adopted
in Experiment 2. This result indicated that the new map included more indoor land-
marks, landmark objects, and surrounding environment depictions. In Experiment 2, the
proportions of code use of left and right sides (WD-2) and left and right turns (WD-3)
were increased, indicating that the participants demonstrated improved understanding
of the appearance of the entire station space, showed greater ability to use the relative
position of landmark objects to understand the surrounding environment, and used left
and right directions to identify the destination. The new map enabled the participants to
plan more diverse routes and became less reliant on certain landmark objects; they started
to understand the spatial relationships among the spaces in the station according to the
position of landmarks relative to the overall environment. The spatial depiction on the new
map was closer to the actual appearance of Taipei Main Station, and the codes adopted
by participants when using the new map were more evenly distributed throughout their
route descriptions. The proportions of speech content constituted by the descriptions of
indoor landmark or open space were 69.6% and 73.7% in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.
The new map design focused on the graphical representation of landmark objects and
highlighted these objects on the map. The experimental results showed that the originally
essential wayfinding elements maintained their high frequency of use even after various
improvements. Moreover, regarding the distribution of use of indoor landmarks and open
spaces as reference throughout participants’ route descriptions (from the beginning to the
end), such distribution for Experiment 2 was more uniform than that for Experiment 1. The
average walking time during wayfinding for Experiment 2 was 3.2 min faster than that for
Experiment 1, indicating improved wayfinding performance in Experiment 2. In addition,
the average numbers of referenced indoor landmarks and spatial objects for Experiment 2
were also higher than those for Experiment 1. This indicated that, compared with the old
map, more landmark objects can be effectively identified on the new map, hence used by
the participants to complete the four tasks more successfully.

The attentional processing of landmark representations gradually decreases with an
increasing distance to the route, decision points, and potential decision points. In maps
with low visual complexity, landmark representations further away from the route are
fixated. Map users might require a certain amount of reference points to form spatial
relations as a foundation for a mental representation of space. Visual complexity of the area
displayed in a map should be considered in navigation-oriented map design by increasing
displayed margins around the route in maps with a low visual complexity [32]. Due
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to a large amount of information on the map, the road signs corresponding to the real
environment are well used as reference points and marked on the map.

5. Conclusions

This study optimized the Taipei Main Station Floor Guide by route planning and actual
wayfinding tasks. Experiment 1 showed that codes used by the participants in their route
descriptions differed depending on the settings of the four experimental routes, including
the distance of planned walking route and number of turns. These different codes used also
led to differences in how participants read map, planned routes, and wayfinding. Escalators
and stairs that connect floors were often used as reference landmarks for wayfinding.
However, the participants were not satisfied with the numbers of landmarks and the
graphical representation of their relative positions on the existing map. Therefore, this
study established the design specifications for a new map, namely the floor plan perspective
and three-dimensional presentation, based on the Experiment 1 results of the codes and
reference landmarks used by participants in their route planning and the post-interviews
to improve the ease of reading and memorizing. Designing a new Taipei Main Station Floor
Guide, this study not only maintained the original wayfinding efficiency, but also narrowed
the individual differences of users and established an efficient behavioral model. According
to the design verification results in Experiment 2, overall wayfinding performance of
participants was effectively elevated with the new map. Apart from reduced wayfinding
time, the wayfinding time among participants was more uniform, and the route planning
strategies used by participants became more consistent. The new map effectively explained
the spatial configuration in the station through the positions of landmarks relative to the
overall environment. The high comparability between the map and the actual environment
facilitated effective route exploration and the attainment of useful spatial knowledge. The
new map has indeed taken all the signs of the current environment into account. However,
there are too many visual guides in the station, so this study only focuses on map reading
and wayfinding. We will review whether the new map’s location and presentation will
help users move around the station.
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